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University Of Texas Health Science Center
2102 Treasure Hills Boulevard
Harlingen, Texas 78550

In November, 2009, the Texas Attorney General (AG) grants near blanket authority (in Case number OR2009-16316 & Case ID#367454) to
the University Of Texas Police (UTP) and Harlingen, Texas (HTP) Police  to withhold from Open Records (OR) disclosure the key data in
their possession relating to Geral Sosbee. The AG also states in each opinion that the AG has no authority beyond the scope of the OR
statutes. The AG thus hides from his responsibility as a citizen and human being for civil and human rights violations behind the the OR
guidelines ( which are designed to allow the police to engage in witch hunts, stalking, harassment, fraudulent stings and other crimes as I
have documented at many pages of www.sosbeevfbi.com.) I have also provided the AG with evidence of ongoing felonies against my
person (continuing in Texas and other locations for the past decade); by the AG letters referenced  above the fbi now gains the AG
approval and authority to use UT employees (including UTP) in efforts to silence or kill me; see for example the specifics of some of my
reports at

http://www.sosbeevfbi.com/affidavit2007.html

I have also shown that the UTP and HTP covered up (or misrepresented facts relating to) crimes against me on campus (both in
Brownsville and Harlingen, Texas) and that the UTP suppressed evidence of such crimes in order to protect the UT from embarrassing

publicity and from  liability for such police offenses on campuses; the UTP also seeks to prevent me from learning more about their
fraudulent ongoing ‘criminal investigation’. For more information about the types of crimes committed against me by the fbi under the
pretense of a ‘criminal investigation’ (a term used to at once smear the Target and to undermine the OR laws), see:

http://www.sosbeevfbi.com/part19a-updatefo.html
http://www.opednews.com/articles/University-of-Texas--fbi-by-GERAL-SOSBEE-091112-100.html

The public policy and state statutes which allow the corrupt police, the fbi and their little informants/operatives to hide their
identities while they engage in crimes against their Targets (and at the same time to withhold records of their unlawful actions) are now
encouraged and supplemented by the federal laws as summarized at:

http://www.governmentattic.org/docs/FBI_FOIPA_EffectOnLawEnforcement_2004.pdf

The only way to deal with the criminals in the fbi and the police departments across the country is to hold them liable, with no immunity,
for their lies and felonious actions with no exceptions. See:

http://portland.indymedia.org/en/2008/11/382350.shtml?discuss

Presently, the fbi continues the campaign to torture or kill me by a variety of methods (including invisible high tech weaponry, home
invasions, destruction of property, etc.)  as I have outlined. The UT and the AG thus in a sense help the fbi assassins and torturers  by
ignoring the reports that I have submitted and by failing in their duties to defend the constitution and other laws of the United States. They
have joined the fbi/cia in the community of the Living Dead:

Evidence (in the form of two emails shown below) that the University of Texas (UT) Chancellor and the attorney for UT (Chatterjee)
knowingly  assisted the fbi (in April and September of 2009) in the cover up of a provocative assault on Sosbee and the subsequent (or
simultaneous) fraudulent criminal investigation started by a fbi operative (a UT employee) on campus in concert with the UT police at
Harlingen, Texas.

University of Texas Chancellor Cigarroa and UT attorney Chatterjee aware as of 8-28-09 of UT police & fbi unlawful and
fraudulent criminal investigation against Sosbee on campus.
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University of Texas Chancellor Cigarroa aware as of 4-27-09 of fbi's violent and provocative assault on Sosbee on campus.

From Harlingen, Texas
April 15, 2012

The same person, Alonzo Yanez(DOB: 11-05-1942),   who
assaulted Sosbee as reported at this site is currently  employed
in the Harlingen, Texas Public Library where Sosbee frequents
the computer terminals.The original court complaint  # 09-45954
of 'Simple Assault'  against  Yanez was finalized in the
MunicipalCourt, 1018 Fair Park Boulevard, Harlingen, Texas
78550 (956) 216-5120, June 17, 2010. The following court
documents are shown at the bottom of this page; the
documents are 1) the original complaint (dated 10-12-09) and



documents are 1) the original complaint (dated 10-12-09) and
2) the record of final judgement, dated 6-17-10.

The complaint was filed by Geral W. Sosbee before Judge
Valerie M. Garcia, on October 12, 2009, but  no notice was sent
to Sosbee (either by the court or by Detective Delua) to appear
at the hearing; thus, Yanez received a 90 days deferred
adjudication (probably with the aid of fbi assassins), paid court
costs of $114 (probably paid by fbi operatives), and the case
was subsequently dismissed by the court. This kind of court
action is unethical and possibly corrupt due to the apparent
involvement of fbi  provocateurs directing the actions of Yanez.

Also, on April 17, 2012, Sosbee requested to meet with
Detective Delua at the Harlingen, Texas, PD. Delua
then appeared in the police dept. lobby with a witness, Lt.
Noyola, and both of these so-called officers of the law
presented a menacing, in my face, two minute and non
cooperative, show of force.

From Harlingen, Texas

March 17, 2010

The University officials named in many of these updates continue to use the low level security guards and the same thugs (previously
identified by me) to continue the stalking/harassment/slander as I have reported. This date, I asked the federal VA police  (Lt. Martinez) on
the adjacent campus (the VA clinic/University of Texas medical school) to investigate continuing harassment of this veteran. Officer
Martinez declined.

Then, I noticed that the VA police and or administrator of the same VA clinic apparently seek to confirm my identity for their own security
purposes, as shown in the following 2 site meter entries:



The following pretty much says it all regarding the state of our culture:



http://www.sitemeter.com/stats.asp?site=sm5sosbee

